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Abstract

Recent advances in machine learning research have produced powerful neural graph em-
bedding methods, which learn useful, low-dimensional vector representations of network data.
These neural methods for graph embedding excel in graph machine learning tasks and are
now widely adopted. However, how and why these methods work—particularly how network
structure gets encoded in the embedding—remain largely unexplained. Here, we show that
shallow neural graph embedding methods encode community structure as well as, or even bet-
ter than, spectral embedding methods for both dense and sparse networks, with and without
degree and community size heterogeneity. Our results provide the foundations for the design of
novel effective community detection methods as well as theoretical studies that bridge network
science and machine learning.

Significance statement

Graph embeddings map network data onto low-dimensional vector representations, which can be
easily integrated into machine learning applications. We demonstrate that, for networks with
planted communities, shallow linear neural networks for graph embedding—node2vec, DeepWalk,
and LINE—capture the community structure down to the theoretical community detectability limit.
Using benchmark networks with built-in communities, we show that neural embedding is a prac-
tical and robust approach to representing community structure, with comparable or even superior
performance with respect to spectral embedding methods. Our results reveal that neural graph
embedding can achieve the fundamental limit of community detectability without the need for deep
layers and non-linear activation functions, laying the foundation for future research at the interface
between network science and machine learning.
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1 Introduction

Networks represent the structure of complex systems as sets of nodes connected by edges [1, 2, 3]
and are ubiquitous across diverse domains, including social sciences [4, 5], transportation [6, 7], fi-
nance [8, 9], science of science [10, 11], neuroscience [12, 13], and biology [14, 15, 16]. Networks are
complex, high-dimensional, and discrete objects, making it highly non-trivial to obtain useful rep-
resentations of their structure. For instance, recommendation systems for social networks typically
require informative variables (or “features”) that capture the most important structural character-
istics. Often, these features are designed through trial and error, and may not be generalizable
across networks.

Graph embeddings automatically identify useful structural features for network elements, most
commonly for the nodes [17, 18]. Each node is represented as a point in a compact and continuous
vector space. Such a vector representation enables the direct application of powerful machine
learning methods, capable of solving various tasks, such as visualization [19, 20], clustering [21, 22],
and prediction [23, 18, 24]. This representation can facilitate the operationalization of abstract
concepts using vectorial operations [25, 26, 20, 27, 28]. Graph embeddings have been studied in
various contexts. For example, spectral embedding stems from the spectral analysis of networks [17,
29]. A closely related formulation is matrix factorization [30, 31]. Recent years have witnessed a
substantial shift towards a new paradigm of graph embeddings based on neural networks [32, 33,
34, 35, 36, 37, 20, 38, 22, 39, 40], which have demonstrated remarkable effectiveness across many
computational tasks [23, 34, 38, 39, 35, 39, 40]. Yet, due to the inherent black-box nature of neural
networks, how and why these methods work is still largely unknown, and we lack firm understanding
of the process of encoding certain network structure onto embeddings.

One of the fundamental and ubiquitous features of networks is community structure, i.e., the
existence of cohesive groups of nodes, characterized by a density of within-group edges that is higher
than the density of edges between them [41, 42, 43]. In practice, neural graph embedding methods
are widely used to discover communities from networks [31, 34, 38, 26].

The stochastic block model (SBM) is a basic generative model of networks with community
structure [44, 45] and is regularly used as a benchmark for community detection algorithms. Some
clustering methods are able to correctly classify all nodes into communities in large and dense net-
works generated by the SBM, provided that the average degree increases as the number of nodes
increases [46, 47, 48, 21, 49, 50]. However, most networks of interest in applications are sparse [51, 1],
in that their average degree is usually much smaller than the network size. The task of community
detection is particularly hard on very sparse networks. For instance, the performance of many
spectral methods significantly worsens as the graph gets sparser [52, 53], which has led to the
development of remedies such as non-backtracking walks [52, 54, 53] and consensus clustering [55].
However, it remains unclear how neural graph embeddings perform on sparse networks, how much
edge sparsity hampers their ability to detect communities, and how they fare for traditional clus-
tering techniques, especially spectral methods.

Here, we prove that graph embedding methods based on a shallow neural network without non-
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linear activation—such as DeepWalk [38], LINE [39], and node2vec [34]—can detect communities
all the way down to the information-theoretical limit on graphs generated by the SBM [56]. Our
results imply that two common components of deep learning—multiple “deep” layers and non-linear
activation—are not necessary to achieve the optimal limit of community detectability. Numerical
experiments reveal that they have a remarkable performance also in the limit of sparse networks, get-
ting close to the theoretically optimal performance curve of the belief propagation (BP) method [56]
for networks generated by the SBM. In particular, node2vec [34] learns the community structure in
more realistic networks with heterogeneous distributions of degree and community size substantially
better than spectral embeddings, BP, and traditional clustering techniques. The excellent perfor-
mance of node2vec is consistent across different levels of edge sparsity, community sizes, and degree
heterogeneity. Our results might inform powerful community detection algorithms and improve our
theoretical understanding of clustering via neural embeddings. We have made available the code to
reproduce all the results at [57].

2 Results

2.1 Detectability limit of communities

We first consider the standard setting studied in papers concerning community detectability [53,
52, 58]. We focus on undirected and unweighted networks with community structure generated
according to the planted partition model (PPM) [59], a special case of the SBM where nodes are
divided into q equal-sized communities, and two nodes are connected with probability pin if they are
in the same community and with probability pout if they are in different communities. We assume
that the networks are sparse, i.e., pin and pout are inversely proportional to the number n of nodes.
Therefore, the average degree ⟨k⟩ and the ratio of edge probabilities pin/pout do not depend on n.
We specify the edge probabilities via the mixing parameter µ = npout/⟨k⟩. The mixing parameter
indicates how blended communities are with each other. As µ → 0, communities are well separated
and easily detectable. For larger values of µ, community detection becomes harder. For µ = 1,
which corresponds to pin = pout, the network is an Erdős-Rényi random graph and, as such, has no
community structure. We note that the mixing parameter µ is slightly different from the traditional
mixing parameter µLFR used in the Lancichinetti-Fortunato-Radicchi (LFR) benchmark, which is
defined as µLFR = (1 − 1

q
)npout/⟨k⟩. The difference between µ and µLFR is negligible for large q.

Communities are present for all µ-values in the range [0, 1), because the edges are more densely
distributed within communities than between them. For a given algorithm, communities are de-
tectable if the partition found by the algorithm has greater similarity with the planted partition
than the trivial division in which node labels are randomly shuffled. However, it is shown that there
is a regime µ∗ ≤ µ < 1, in which communities are not detectable by any algorithm [58, 56]. This
is because, due to fluctuations in the numbers of neighbors within and between the groups, the
true communities are effectively indistinguishable from random subgraphs with the same size, with
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respect to the imbalance between the internal and the external degree of the nodes. The threshold
µ∗ marks the information-theoretical detectability limit of communities in graphs generated by the
PPM.

2.2 Detectability limit of node2vec

We determine the maximum mixing parameter µ∗
A below which communities are detectable by

an algorithm, which we refer to as the algorithmic detectability limit. We first give a high-level
description of our derivation of the algorithmic detectability limit for node2vec. We note that our
derivation can be directly applied to other neural graph embeddings such as DeepWalk [38] and
LINE [39]. See the Methods section for the step-by-step derivations.

Our analysis is based on the fact that node2vec generates its embedding by effectively factorizing
a matrix when the number of dimensions is sufficiently large [30]. This insight enables us to
study node2vec as a spectral method (see Methods). Spectral algorithms identify communities by
computing the eigenvectors associated with the largest or smallest eigenvalues of a reference operator
such as the combinatorial and normalized Laplacian matrices. Each eigenvector corresponds to a
community in a network, with the entries having similar values for the nodes in that community.
Therefore, when using eigenvectors to represent the network in vector space, nodes in the same
community are projected onto points in space lying close to each other so that a data clustering
algorithm can separate them [17].

The existence of such localized eigenvectors can be inferred by analyzing the spectrum of the
reference operator using random matrix theory. For instance, this approach has been applied to
determine the detectability limit of the normalized Laplacian matrix generated by the PPM [60].
We find that, under some mild conditions, the spectrum of the node2vec matrix is equivalent to
that of the normalized Laplacian matrix. Hence, the detectability limit of node2vec matches that
of the spectral embedding with the normalized Laplacian matrix [60]:

µ∗
n2v = µ∗ = 1 − 1√

⟨k⟩
. (1)

See Supporting Information Section 2 for the expression of the detectability limit in terms of the
mixing parameter µ. This threshold exactly corresponds to the information-theoretical detectability
limit µ∗ of the PPM [58, 55]. In other words, node2vec has the ability to detect communities down
to the information-theoretic limit in principle. However, like in the case of spectral modularity max-
imization [58], our analysis is only valid when the average degree is sufficiently large. Nevertheless,
as we shall see, our numerical simulations show that node2vec performs well even if the average
degree is small.
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2.3 Experiment setup

As baselines, we use two spectral embedding methods whose detectability limit matches the information-
theoretical one: spectral modularity maximization [58] and Laplacian EigenMap [61]. In addition,
we use two other neural embeddings, DeepWalk [38] and LINE [39]. DeepWalk and LINE share the
same architecture as node2vec but are trained with different objective functions [30, 62]. Further-
more, we employ the spectral algorithm based on the leading eigenvectors of the non-backtracking
matrix, which reaches the information-theoretical limit even in the sparse case for networks gener-
ated by the PPM [52]. For all embedding methods, we set the number of dimensions, C, to 64.
Finally, we employ three community detection algorithms: Infomap [63], statistical inference of the
microscopic degree-corrected SBM [44], and the BP algorithm [56]. Note that we set the initial
parameters of the BP algorithm based on the ground-truth communities to yield the maximal per-
formance. See Supporting Information Section 4 for the parameter choices of the models and the
implementations we used.

Community detection via graph embedding is a two-step process:

• First, the network is embedded, which yields a projection of nodes onto points in a vector
space.

• Second, the points are divided into groups using a data clustering method (e.g., K-means
clustering).

Thus, the performance of community detection depends on both the quality of the embedding
and the performance of the subsequent data clustering procedure. Since we focus on the ability of
neural embedding methods to generate representations where clusters are detectable, we want to
control the second step by using an ideal clustering method that can optimally find the clusters for
a given representation. To do so, we use a K-means algorithm with fixed centroids (i.e., Voronoi
clustering), whose positions are determined by the locations of the true communities in the em-
bedding space, and clustering is performed by assigning each point/node to the centroid/cluster
with the highest cosine similarity. See Supporting Information Section 6 for the results for the
ordinal K-means algorithm. By using this algorithm, we can focus on the question of whether an
embedding method can successfully encode community structure or not.

We assess the performance by comparing the similarity between the planted partition of the
network and the detected partition of the algorithm. We used the element-centric similarity [64],
denoted by S, with an adjustment such that a random shuffling of the community memberships for
the two partitions yields S = 0 on expectation (See Supporting Information Section 1). This way,
for planted divisions into equal-sized communities, S = 0 represents the baseline performance of the
trivial algorithm, while S > 0 indicates that communities are detectable by the given algorithm.
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Figure 1: Performance of community detection methods for networks generated by the PPM as
a function of the mixing parameter µ. We generated networks with n = 105 nodes, different edge
sparsity (⟨k⟩ = 5 in A and D, ⟨k⟩ = 10 in B and E, ⟨k⟩ = 50 in C and F), and the different
number of communities (q = 2 for A–C and q = 50 for D–F). The dashed vertical line indicates the
theoretical detectability limit µ∗ given by (1): communities are detectable (i.e., S > 0), in principle,
below µ∗. Spectral embedding methods detect communities up to the theoretical limit for dense
networks (C and F), supporting the algorithmic limit derived by previous studies [58, 60]. However,
for sparse networks, they fall short even at low µ-values (A and D). node2vec outperforms spectral
methods, with the performance curve close to that of the BP algorithm, which is supposed to be
optimal. Note that even the BP algorithm falls short of the exact recovery of some easily-detectable
communities in the case of q = 50 communities, even with the initial parameters set according to
the ground-truth communities.



2.4 Simulations: Planted Partition Model

We test the graph embedding and community detection algorithms on networks of n = 100, 000
nodes generated by the PPM, with q ∈ {2, 50} communities of equal size and average degree
⟨k⟩ ∈ {5, 10, 50} (Fig. 1). Spectral methods find communities better than random guessing below
the detectability limit µ∗, i.e. S > 0, for µ < µ∗ and ⟨k⟩ = 50 (Figs. 1C and F). However, their
performance is much worse when the average degree is small (⟨k⟩ = 5, Figs. 1A and D). For example,
Laplacian EigenMap falls short below the detectability limit (µ < µ∗), despite having the optimal
detectability limit when the average degree is sufficiently large [65]. All techniques, including BP,
which is supposed to be optimal for sparse networks, fail the exact recovery of the clusters for sparse
networks even if the value of µ is low (⟨k⟩ = 5, Figs. 1A and D). We find that misclassifications
are inevitable for these highly sparse networks because some nodes end up being connected with
other communities more densely than with their own community by random chance. The BP
algorithm also fails for the networks with q = 50 communities, even for small µ values. This may
be because BP employs a greedy optimization strategy that may converge to a suboptimal solution
near the starting point. Notably, the poor performance of the BP algorithm is mainly observed
in the networks with 50 communities (q = 50), where the prevalence of many local minima may
exacerbate the limitations of the greedy optimization.

On the other hand, node2vec is substantially better than the spectral methods, and its perfor-
mance is the closest to that of the BP algorithm for sparse networks (Figs. 1A and D). node2vec
consistently achieves a good performance across different numbers of communities and different
network sparsity. Furthermore, node2vec performs well even if we reduce the embedding dimension
C from 64 to 16, which is smaller than the number of communities in the cases where q = 50
(Supporting Information Section 5).

2.5 Simulations: LFR benchmark

The PPM is a stylized model that lacks key characteristics of empirical community structure.
We test the graph embedding using more realistic networks generated by the LFR model [66],
which produces networks with heterogeneous degree and community size distributions, to assess the
performance of the methods in a more practical context. Unlike the PPM, however, the theoretical
detectability limit of communities in LFR networks is not known. We build the LFR networks
by using the following parameter values: number of nodes n = 10, 000, degree exponent τ1 ∈
{2.1, 3}, average degree ⟨k⟩ ∈ {5, 10, 50}, maximum degree

√
10n, community-size exponent τ2 = 1,

community size range [50,
√

10n].
In LFR networks, the BP algorithm and the non-backtracking embedding—which have an ex-

cellent performance on the PPM networks, at least in theory—underperform noticeably, suggesting
that optimal methods for the standard PPM may not perform well in practice. On the other hand,
node2vec consistently has the best performance, with a larger margin in sparser networks (Fig. 2).
The performance of node2vec is also consistent across networks with different levels of degree hetero-
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Figure 2: Performance of community detection methods on the LFR benchmark networks, as a
function of the mixing parameter µ. We generated networks with n = 104 nodes with different edge
sparsity (⟨k⟩ = 5 in A and D, ⟨k⟩ = 10 in B and E, ⟨k⟩ = 50 in C and F). The degree exponent
τ1 = 2.1 in A, B, and C, and τ1 = 3 in D, E, and F. node2vec consistently performs well across
different sparsity regimes for most µ-values, with a larger margin for sparser networks. The BP
algorithm, which is provably optimal for networks generated by the PPM, fails to identify some
easily-detectable communities, even with the initial parameters set according to the ground-truth
communities.



geneity. Even with the smaller embedding dimension C = 16, node2vec performs comparably well
with Infomap, which is known to be very accurate on LFR networks [67] (Supporting Information
Section 5).

3 Discussion

We investigated the ability of neural graph embeddings to encode communities by focusing on
shallow linear graph neural networks—node2vec, DeepWalk, and LINE—and comparing them with
traditional spectral approaches. We proved that, for not too sparse networks created by the PPM,
node2vec is an optimal method to encode their community structure in that the algorithmic de-
tectability limit coincides with the information-theoretic limit. In particular, our experiments on
the PPM and LFR benchmarks show that node2vec consistently excels on sparse networks with
small and moderate average degree, with homogeneous and heterogeneous degrees and community
sizes in the detectable regime, demonstrating its high robustness and potential in the analysis of
empirical networks.

Our results provide an alternative perspective to the common design principles of neural networks
widely accepted for text and image processing. In these applications, deep neural structures and
non-linear activation are considered indispensable in order to achieve high performance. The neural
network architecture is also critical for graph neural networks for community detection task [68].
Our findings further demonstrate that a simple neural network with only one hidden layer and no
non-linear activation can achieve the information-theoretical detectability limit of communities with
performance close to or superior than the best methods for community detection.

DeepWalk [38] and LINE [39] are also optimal in terms of the detectability limit of communities
(Supplementary Information Section 2). However, node2vec surpasses both DeepWalk and LINE
in numerical tests, owing to two key features. First, node2vec learns degree-agnostic embeddings,
which are highly robust against degree heterogeneity [62]. By contrast, DeepWalk tends to learn
node degree as the primary dimension in the embedding space [62]. Consequently, degree het-
erogeneity introduces considerable noise to the community structure in the DeepWalk embedding.
Second, LINE is a specific instance of node2vec with window size T = 1 [30], and thus learns the
dyadic relationships between nodes. As is the case for node2vec, LINE is resilient to degree het-
erogeneity, and performed closely to node2vec for some networks in our simulations. However, it
did not perform as well as node2vec, and this discrepancy may be attributed to LINE’s emphasis
on learning stochastic and noisy dyadic relationships, as opposed to the indirect relationships that
node2vec captures.

Our results come with caveats. First, we focused on the best achievable clustering performance—
by using Voronoi clustering with the centroids of the planted communities—because we wanted to
control any factors coming from the data clustering step so that we could focus on the representation
learning. However, we also fine-tuned other community detection methods—the SBM and the BP
algorithm—using the information on the planted partition, such as the number of communities,
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their sizes, and edge probabilities. Thus, caution should be taken when interpreting the results:
our analysis reports an upper bound on the performance, and the actual performance in practice
will depend on the choice and configuration of the data clustering method. Indeed, a previous
study [22] using the K-means algorithm demonstrated that node2vec did not perform as well as
standard community detection methods even if its hyperparameters are fine-tuned. By contrast, we
did not fine-tune the parameters of our embedding methods. Hence, we believe that the previous
results [22] are primarily due to the limitations of the K-means clustering algorithm (when the
initial position of the centroids is arbitrarily chosen), rather than to the embedding.

Second, in our analytical derivations, we assumed that the average degree is sufficiently large, as
is the case for the corresponding analysis of spectral modularity maximization [58]. Thus, the opti-
mality may not hold if networks are substantially sparse. However, our simulations suggested that
node2vec is resilient to network sparsity compared with traditional spectral embedding methods.
Understanding the factor inducing such resilience will be interesting for future work.

Third, while we restricted ourselves to the community detection task, graph embeddings have
been used for other tasks, including link prediction, node classification, and anomaly detection.
Investigating the theoretical foundation behind the performance of neural embeddings in other
tasks is a promising research direction.

Even with these caveats, we believe that our study will provide the foundation for future studies
that uncover the inner workings of neural embedding methods and bridge the study of artificial
neural networks to network science.

4 Methods

4.1 node2vec as spectral embedding

node2vec learns the structure of a given network based on random walks. A random walk traverses a
given network by following randomly chosen edges and generates the sequence of nodes x(1), x(2), . . ..
The sequence is then fed into skip-gram word2vec [69], which learns how likely it is that a node
j appears in the surrounding of another node i up to a certain time lag T (i.e., window length)
through the conditional probability

P (x(t+τ) = j | x(t) = i, 1 ≤ |τ | ≤ T ) =
1

Z
exp(u⊤

i vj),

where ui ∈ RC×1, vj ∈ RC×1, and Z is a normalization constant. Each node i is associated to two
vectors: vector ui represents the embedding of node i; vi represents node i as a context of other
nodes. Because the normalization constant is computationally expensive, node2vec uses a heuristic
training algorithm, i.e., negative sampling [69]. When trained with negative sampling, skip-gram
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word2vec is equivalent to a spectral embedding that factorizes matrix Rn2v with elements [70, 30]:

Rn2v
ij = log

1

T

T∑

τ=1

[
P (x(t+τ) = j | x(t) = i)

P (x(t) = j)

]
, (2)

in the limit of C → n with T greater than or equal to the network diameter, where P (x(t) = i) is the
probability that the tth node in the given sequence is node i (see Supporting Information Section 3
for the step-by-step derivation). This interpretation of node2vec as a spectral embedding allows us
to derive the algorithmic detectability limit from the spectrum of Rn2v.

Deriving the spectrum of Rn2v in a closed form is challenging because Rn2v involves element-wise
logarithms. We approximate the element-wise logarithm by a linear function by assuming that the
window length T is sufficiently large. To demonstrate our argument, let us describe Rn2v

ij in the
language of random walks. Given that the network is undirected and unweighted, the probability
P (x(t) = j) corresponds to the long-term probability of finding the random walker at node j. The
probability P (x(t+τ) = j | x(t) = i) refers to the transition of a walker from node i to node j after
τ steps. In the limit τ → ∞, the walker reaches the stationary state, and P (x(t+τ) = j | x(t) = i)
approaches P (x(t) = j). Thus, in the regime of a sufficiently large T , we take the Taylor expansion
of Rn2v

ij = log (1 + ϵij) around ϵij =
∑T

τ=1 P (x(t+τ) = j | x(t) = i)/[TP (x(t) = j)] − 1 and obtain

Rn2v
ij ≃ R̂n2v

ij :=
1

T

T∑

τ=1

[
P (x(t+τ) = j | x(t) = i)

P (x(t) = j)

]
− 1. (3)

In matrix form,

R̂n2v =
2m

T

[
T∑

τ=1

(
D−1A

)τ
]
D−1 − 1n×n, (4)

where A is the adjacency matrix, D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal element Dii is the degree
ki of node i, m is the number of edges in the network, and 1n×n is the n × n all-one matrix. We
used P (x(t) = j) = kj/2m and (D−1A)

τ
ij = P (x(t+τ) = j | x(t) = i), derived from the fact that

P (x(t) = j) is proportional to degree in undirected networks; D−1A is the transition matrix, whose
τth power represents the random walk transition probability after τ steps.

The node2vec matrix R̂n2v has a connection to the normalized Laplacian matrix, L, which is
tightly related to the characteristics of random walks and network communities [71]. The normalized

Laplacian matrix is defined by L := I − D− 1
2AD− 1

2 . By using an alternative expression of the
transition probability, i.e., (D−1A)τ = D− 1

2 (D− 1
2AD− 1

2 )τD
1
2 , we rewrite R̂n2v as

R̂n2v =
2m

T

[
T∑

τ=1

D− 1
2

(
D− 1

2AD− 1
2

)τ
D− 1

2

]
− 1n×n

= 2mD− 1
2

[
1

T

T∑

τ=1

(I− L)τ − D
1
21n√
2m

1⊤
nD

1
2√

2m

]
D− 1

2 , (5)
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Figure 3: Graph kernel ϕ(λi;T ) of node2vec matrix R̂n2v across different T values. The function
ϕ(λi) is non-negative and monotonically decreasing for 0 < λi ≤ 1 and ϕ(λi) ≤ 0 for 1 < λi ≤ 2.

where 1n is a column vector of length n. We note that vector D1/21n/
√

2m is a trivial eigenvector
of L associated with the null eigenvalue, λ1 = 0. Furthermore, (I− L)τ changes the eigenvalues
while keeping the eigenvectors intact. This means that R̂n2v can be specified by using the spectrum
of L, i.e.,

R̂n2v = D− 1
2Γ



ϕ(λ1) 0

. . .

0 ϕ(λn)


Γ⊤D− 1

2 , (6)

where Γ ∈ Rn×n is the matrix of the eigenvectors of L, and ϕ is a graph kernel [18] that transforms
the eigenvalues λi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) of L by

ϕ(λi) =





2m(1 − λi)
[
1 − (1 − λi)

T
]

Tλi

(λi ̸= 0),

0 (λi = 0),
(7)

or equivalently ϕ(λi) = 2m
T

∑T
τ=1(1−λi)

τ if λi ̸= 0 (Fig. 3). Equation (6) tells us that the eigenvectors

U of R̂n2v are equivalent to the eigenvectors Γ of the normalized Laplacian matrix, up to a linear
transformation given by

U := D
1
2Γ. (8)

Building on the correspondence between the normalized Laplacian L and the node2vec matrix
R̂n2v, we derive the algorithmic community detectability limit of node2vec. Following [58, 65, 60], we
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assume that the network consists of two communities generated by the PPM. Then, the non-trivial
eigenvector of L encodes the communities and has the optimal detectability limit of communities,
provided that the average degree is large ((1)) [58, 65, 60]. This non-trivial eigenvector of L
corresponds to the principal eigenvector of R̂n2v. Specifically, the non-trivial eigenvector of L is
associated with the smallest non-zero eigenvalue λ2, which is λ2 < 1 when each community is
densely connected within itself and sparsely with other communities [17]. The eigenvalues are
mirrored in the eigenvalues ϕ(λi) of R̂n2v, and λ2—the smallest non-zero eigenvalue—yields the
maximum ϕ-value (Fig. 3)

This correspondence of non-trivial eigenvectors between R̂n2v and L suggests that communities
detectable by L are also detectable by R̂n2v and vice versa. Thus, spectral embedding with R̂n2v

has the same information-theoretic detectability limit as spectral methods relying on eigenvectors
of L, for networks with sufficiently high degree.

4.2 Detectability limit of DeepWalk

We expand our argument to include DeepWalk [38]. Similar to node2vec, DeepWalk also trains
word2vec but with a different objective function. Furthermore, DeepWalk is equivalent to a matrix
factorization if the embedding dimension is sufficiently large and the window size T is greater than
the network’s diameter [30, 62]. More specifically, DeepWalk generates an embedding by factorizing
a matrix with entries [62]:

RDW
ij := log

(
1

T

T∑

τ=1

P (x(t) = i, x(t+τ) = j)

P (x(t) = i) · 1
n

)
, (9)

in the limit of C → n with T being greater than the network diameter. When the random walker
is in the stationary state at time t and makes sufficiently many steps (τ ≫ 1), we have

lim
τ→∞

P (x(t) = i, x(t+τ) = j) = P (x(t) = i)P (x(t) = j)

= P (x(t) = i) · kj
n⟨k⟩ (10)

In particular, if the degree distribution is Poisson and the average degree is sufficiently large,

kj
n⟨k⟩ ≃ 1

n
, (11)

which is true for the PPM. By substituting (11) into (10), we obtain

P (x(t) = i, x(t+τ) = j) ≃ P (x(t) = i) · 1

n
for τ ≫ 1. (12)
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Armed with this result, let us derive the detectability limit of DeepWalk. Assuming that the window
length T is large, we take the Taylor expansion of (9) around ϵ′ij =

∑T
τ=1 P (x(t) = i, x(t+τ) =

j)/[T (P (x(t) = i) · 1/n)] − 1 and obtain

RDW
ij ≃ R̂DW

ij :=

(
1

T

T∑

τ=1

P (x(t) = i, x(t+τ) = j)

P (x(t) = i) · 1
n

)
− 1. (13)

In matrix form,

R̂DW :=
n

T

[
T∑

τ=1

(
D−1A

)τ
]
− 1n×n. (14)

Note that R̂DW is similar to the node2vec matrix R̂n2v ((4)). The right/left eigenvectors of R̂DW are
obtained from those of the normalized Laplacian by simple multiplications by the operators D1/2

and D−1/2, respectively. Therefore, DeepWalk has the information-theoretical detectability limit as
well.

4.3 Detectability limit of LINE

LINE [39] is a special version of node2vec with the window length being T = 1. The corresponding
matrix factorized by LINE is given by [30]:

RLINE
ij := log

(
Aij

kikj
+ a0

)
+ log 2m. (15)

For LINE, although Ref. [30] shows log
(

Aij

kikj

)
+ log 2m, we introduce a small positive value a0

(a0 > 0) to prevent the matrix elements from being infinite for Aij = 0. To obtain the spectrum
of RLINE, we exploit the Taylor expansion log(x + a0) ≃ x

a0
+ log a0 around x = 0, where a0 > 0.

Specifically, assuming that the average degree is sufficiently large, we obtain

R̂LINE
ij =

Aij

a0kikj
+ log a0 + log 2m, (16)

or equivalently in matrix form

R̂LINE =
1

a0
D−1AD−1 + a11n×n

=
1

a0
D−1/2(I− L)D−1/2 + a11n×n

=
1

a0
D−1/2

(
I− L + 2a0a1m

D
1
21n√
2m

1⊤
nD

1
2√

2m

)
D−1/2. (17)
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where a1 := log a0+log(2m). Equation (17) is reminiscent of (5) for node2vec. Comparing Eqs. (17)
and (5), it immediately follows that they share the same eigenvectors, and thus node2vec and LINE
have the same detectability threshold.
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1 Adjusted element-centric similarity

We adjusted the original definition of the element-centric similarity in Ref. [1]
such that the score for the two random partitions is zero. In the following
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section, we define the element-centric similarity and its expected value for
random partitions. Then, we define the adjusted element-centric similarity.

1.1 Element-centric similarity for partitions

Element-centric similarity (ECS) quantifies the difference between two par-
titions of nodes. Let us represent a partition via the membership variables
g = {gi}i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), where n is the number of nodes. In the following
three steps, ECS computes the similarity of two partitions g and g′. First,
ECS constructs the affinity graph for each partition. In the affinity graph
for partition g, two nodes (i, j) are connected by an edge if they belong to
the same community (i.e., gi = gj). Otherwise, i and j are not directly con-
nected. Second, ECS computes the neighborhood of each node by using a
random walk. The random walk has a probability α of restarting the walk
from the starting node. Because a node is connected to all other nodes in
the same group in the affinity graph, the transition probability pgij from i to
j is given by

pgij =

{ α

ng
gi

+ δij(1 − α) (if i and j belong to community g)

0 (otherwise),
(1)

where ng
gi

is the number of nodes in group gi in partition g, and δij is Kro-
necker delta. Third, SCE deems two partitions g and g′ as similar if the
respective transition probabilities pgij and pg

′
ij are similar, i.e.,

S(g, g′) := 1 − 1

2nα

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

|pgij − pg
′

ij |. (2)

2



By substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2), we obtain

S(g, g′) = 1 − 1

2nα

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

|pgij − pg
′

ij | = 1 − 1

2n

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

∣∣∣∣∣
δgi,gj
ng
gi

−
δg′i,g′j

ng′

g′i

∣∣∣∣∣

= 1 − 1

2n

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

[
δgi,gj
ng
gi

+
δg′ig′j

ng′

g′i

+ δgigjδg′ig′j

(∣∣∣∣∣
1

ng
gi

− 1

ng′

g′i

∣∣∣∣∣−
1

ng
gi

− 1

ng′

g′i

)]
.

= 1 − 1

2n

[
n + n +

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

δgigjδg′ig′j

(∣∣∣∣∣
1

ng
gi

− 1

ng′

g′i

∣∣∣∣∣−
1

ng
gi

− 1

ng′

g′i

)]

=
1

2n

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

δgigjδg′ig′j

(
1

ng
gi

+
1

ng′

g′i

−
∣∣∣∣∣

1

ng
gi

− 1

ng′

g′i

∣∣∣∣∣

)

=
1

2n

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

δgigjδg′ig′j





2

ng′

g′i

(
1

ng
gi
> 1

ng′
g′
i

)

2

ng
gi

(
1

ng
gi
≤ 1

ng′
g′
i

)

=
1

n

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

δgigjδg′ig′j min

(
1

ng
gi

,
1

ng′

g′i

)

=
1

n

Cg∑

c=1

Cg′∑

c′=1

(
ng,g′

c,c′

)2
min

(
1

ng
c
,

1

ng′
c′

)
, (3)

where ng,g′

c,c′ is the number of nodes that belong to group c in partition g and

group c′ in partition g′, and Cg and Cg′
are the number of groups in partition

g and g′, respectively. We note that the restarting probability α is canceled
and does not affect the similarity.

1.2 Element-centric similarity for random partitions

We derived the element-centric similarity between a given partition g and
random partitions ζ. We generate the random partition by shuffling the
group membership. This randomization preserves the number of groups and
the size of each group. In the random partition, a node belongs to a group
c′ of size nζ

c′ with probability nζ
c′/n. Thus, the expected number of nodes

3



in group c in partition g that belong to group c′ in the random partition is
given by

Eζ

[
ng,ζ
c,c′

]
=

n∑

i=1

δgi,c
ng
c′

n
=

ng
cn

g
c′

n
. (4)

By substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), we have

Eζ[S(g, ζ)] =
1

n

Cg∑

c=1

Cg∑

c′=1

(
ng
cn

g
c′

n

)2

min

(
1

ng
c
,

1

ng
c′

)

=
1

n3

Cg∑

c=1

Cg∑

c′=1

ng
cn

g
c′ min (ng

c , n
g
c′)

=
Cg∑

c=1

Cg∑

c′=1

zgc z
g
c′ min (zgc , z

g
c′) , (5)

where zgc = ng
c/n is the fraction of nodes in group c in partition g.

1.3 Normalized element-centric similarity

We adjusted the element-centric similarity such that random partitions have
a score of zero, i.e.,

S(g, ζ) =
S(g, g′) − Eζ [S(g, ζ)]

1 − Eζ [S(g, ζ)]
. (6)

2 Reparameterization of detectability limit

In Ref. [2], the detectability limit for the spectral embedding with A is de-
scribed using cin = npin and cout = npout as

cin − cout >
√

nq(cin + (q − 1)cout), (7)

First, we rewrite the inequality using ⟨k⟩, pin, pout as

cin − cout >
√
nq(cin + (q − 1)cout) (8)

⇒ npin − npout > q

√
1

q
npin +

(
1 − 1

q

)
npout

⇒ npin − npout > q
√
⟨k⟩, (9)
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where we have exploited

⟨k⟩ = q−1npin + (1 − q−1)npout. (10)

By rearranging Eq. (10) into npin = q⟨k⟩ − (q − 1)npout and substituting it
into Eq. (9), we obtain

npin − npout > q
√
⟨k⟩

⇒ [q⟨k⟩ − (q − 1)npout] − npout > q
√
⟨k⟩

⇒ q(⟨k⟩ − npout) > q
√
⟨k⟩

⇒ ⟨k⟩ − µ⟨k⟩ >
√
⟨k⟩

⇒ µ < µ∗, where µ∗ := 1 − 1√
⟨k⟩

, (11)

where we remind that µ = npout/⟨k⟩.

3 node2vec as matrix factorization

node2vec embedding is generated from a sequence of nodes {x(1), x(2), . . .}
obtained from random walks in a network. We assume that the sequence is
infinite in its length. A window of length 2T + 1 slides over the sequence,
with the center node at the T th position and T nodes before and after it, i.e.,

. . . , x(t−T−1),

Sliding window︷ ︸︸ ︷
x(t−T ), . . . , x(t−1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
context

, x(t)
︸︷︷︸
center

, x(t+1), . . . , x(t+T )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
context

, x(t+T+1), . . . (12)

This sequence then trains the skip-gram word2vec using negative sampling [3].
Negative sampling learns a correlational association between the center and
context nodes in light of a random correlation. More specifically, consider
the conditional probability P (x(t+τ) = j|x(t) = i) that node j appears after
τ steps from the center node x(t) = i. This probability is strongly correlated
with the frequency of j in the entire sequence—P (x(t+τ) = j)—because a
frequent node in the given sequence also frequently appears in the window.
Negative sampling discounts this frequency effect by contrasting the context
j with a random node j′ sampled from the given sequence.

Operationally, one generates a list D of node pairs to train the word2vec
model. List D is a union of two lists Ddata and Drand. Ddata includes the

5



node pairs (i, j) consisting of a center node i and a context node j that
co-appear in the same window in the given sequence. Another list Drand

includes the node pairs (i, j′) consisting of a center node i sampled from the
given sequence and a random node j′ sampled from a random distribution
P0(j

′). We use a typical random distribution, i.e., we use the long-term
probability P (x(t) = j′) of random walks as P0(j) [4]. Then, the skip-gram
word2vec model estimates the probability P

(
(i, j) ∈ Ddata

)
that a given pair

(i, j) comes from Ddata by

σ(u⊤
i vj) =

1

1 + exp(−u⊤
i vj)

, (13)

where ui and vj are the column embedding vectors of center node i and con-
text node j, respectively. The embedding vectors are determined by maxi-
mizing the log-likelihood

J =
∑

(i,j)∈Ddata

log σ(u⊤
i vj) +

∑

(i,j)∈Drand

log
(
1 − σ(u⊤

i vj)
)
. (14)

The maximization of J can be translated into a matrix factorization
problem [5]. One parametrizes dot similarity u⊤

i vj as a single variable Rij

and assumes that the elements Rij are independent of each other. This
assumption holds if the embedding dimension is sufficiently large [5, 6]. By
taking the derivative

∂L
∂Rij

=
∣∣Ddata

∣∣P
(
(i, j) ∈ Ddata

)
(1 − σ(Rij))

−
∣∣Drand

∣∣P
(
(i, j) ∈ Drand

)
σ(Rij), (15)

and solving ∂L/∂Rij = 0, we obtain

σ(Rij) =
P
(
(i, j) ∈ Ddata

)

P ((i, j) ∈ Ddata) +

∣∣Drand
∣∣

|Ddata|P ((i, j) ∈ Drand)

. (16)

We assume that P
(
(i, j) ∈ Ddata

)
, P
(
(i, j) ∈ Drand

)
> 0, which is true when

the window size is larger than or equal to the diameter of the network. Re-
arranging the equation yields

Rij = log
P
(
(i, j) ∈ Ddata

)

P ((i, j) ∈ Drand)
− log

∣∣Drand
∣∣+ log

∣∣Ddata
∣∣ . (17)
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Now, let us specify P
(
(i, j) ∈ Ddata

)
and P

(
(i, j) ∈ Drand

)
. Remind that

Ddata is the node pairs sampled from a random-walk sequence generated
from the given network. More specifically,

P
(
(i, j) ∈ Ddata

)
=

T∑

τ=−T,τ ̸=0

P (x(t) = i, x(t+τ) = j)PNS(τ), (18)

where PNS(τ) is the probability that the τ th node is sampled as a context node
and paired with the center node i. Because each context node is sampled
with the same probability, PNS(τ) = 1/2T , which gives

P
(
(i, j) ∈ Ddata

)
=

1

2T

T∑

τ=−T,τ ̸=0

P (x(t) = i, x(t+τ) = j). (19)

Another list Drand is created by two independent sampling processes, one
process sampling a node i from the given sequence and the other process
sampling another node j from the random distribution P0(j). The former
process is essentially the same as the latter because P0(j) is proportional to
the frequency of node j. Thus, we have

P
(
(i, j) ∈ Drand

)
= P0(i)P0(j), (20)

or equivalently,

P
(
(i, j) ∈ Drand

)
= P (x(t) = i)P (x(t) = j). (21)

Altogether, by substituting Eqs. (19) and (21) into Eq. (17), we have

Rij = log

(
1

2T

T∑

τ=−T ;τ ̸=0

P (x(t) = i, x(t+τ) = j)

P (x(t) = i)P (x(t) = j)

)
− log

∣∣Drand
∣∣+ log

∣∣Ddata
∣∣ .

(22)

We can neglect the constant − log
∣∣Drand

∣∣ + log
∣∣Ddata

∣∣ because it does not
change the non-trivial eigenvectors of R. Thus, we obtain

Rij = log

(
1

2T

T∑

τ=−T ;τ ̸=0

P (x(t) = i, x(t+τ) = j)

P (x(t) = i)P (x(t) = j)

)
. (23)
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Random walks in undirected networks are reversible, i.e., P (x(t) = i, x(t+τ) =
j) = P (x(t) = i, x(t−τ) = j). Thus, we have

Rij = log

(
1

T

T∑

τ=1

P (x(t+τ) = j|x(t) = i)

P (x(t) = j)

)
, (24)

in the main text. By substituting Rij = u⊤
i vj we obtain a matrix decompo-

sition problem

R = UV⊤, (25)

where R ∈ Rn×n with element Rij, U = [u1, . . . ,un]⊤, and V = [v1, . . . ,vn]⊤.
Because R is a symmetric matrix, we can find such a decomposition by the
eigendecomposition, i.e.,

U = V = Λ1/2Γ, (26)

where Γ is the matrix of eigenvectors, and Λ is a diagonal matrix with the
corresponding eigenvalues in the diagonals. Equation (26) coincides with the
optimal solution for the original objective J of word2vec, provided that the
embedding dimension C is equal to the number of nodes. Even with a smaller
C, Eq. (26) provides a good approximation [4, 6].

4 Implementation

4.1 node2vec, LINE, and DeepWalk

For node2vec, we set the length of a single walk to 80, the number of walkers
per node to 40, the length of the window to 10, and the number of epochs
to train to 1 while not biasing the random walk (p = q = 1). We use the
word2vec implemented in the gensim package [7] with the default parameters
of version 4.3. For LINE, we increase the number of walks to 400 because
LINE is trained with fewer iterations than node2vec. Similarly, we increase
the number of walks for DeepWalk to 120. We set the other parameters to
those used in node2vec.

4.2 Laplacian EigenMap

We used the standard eigenvector solver—scipy.linalg.eigs—implemented
in scipy [8] to compute the eigenvectors of the normalized Laplacian matrix.
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However, the eigenvector solver did not converge for some networks due to
numerical instability. To improve numerical stability, we transformed the
normalized Laplacian matrix as follows. The normalized Laplacian matrix is
given by

L := I−D− 1
2AD− 1

2 , (27)

where L is the normalized Laplacian matrix, I is the identity matrix, D is a
diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry Dii is the degree of node i, and A
is the adjacency matrix.

Laplacian EigenMap relies on the eigenvectors of L with the non-zero
smallest eigenvalues. Some of these smallest eigenvalues can be nearly zero,
which is the cause of the numerical instability. Thus, we shift the eigenvalues
by:

L := 2I− L = I + D− 1
2AD− 1

2 . (28)

This transformation changes the eigenvalue λi of L to 2−λi, while the eigen-
vectors remain unchanged. Because the eigenvalues of L are bounded in the
range [0, 2], the smallest eigenvalues of L correspond to the largest eigenval-
ues of L, with a sufficient distance from zero. Thus, Laplacian EigenMap
can be obtained by computing the eigenvectors associated with the largest
eigenvalues of the shifted Laplacian matrix L.

4.3 Modularity embedding

Modularity embedding relies on the eigenvectors of the modularity matrix
given by

Q :=
1

2m

(
A− kk⊤

2m

)
, (29)

where k is the column vector of length n with element ki indicating the
degree of node i, and m is the number of edges in the network. Since the
modularity matrix Q is a fully dense matrix, computing its eigenvectors is
expensive. However, Q and the adjacency matrix A—a sparse matrix—have
the same eigenvectors. Thus, we can compute the eigenvectors of Q through
A.

Let us demonstrate our argument by noting that, according to the Per-
ron–Frobenius theorem, the principal eigenvector of A is in parallel with
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k. Thus, transformation A − kk⊤
2m

only changes the largest eigenvalue while
keeping the eigenvectors and secondary eigenvalues intact. We exploit this
property to compute the modularity embedding. To find the C dimensional
embedding, we compute the C + 1 eigenvectors associated with the largest
eigenvalues of A. Then, we discard the eigenvector associated with the largest
eigenvalue. We used scipy.linalg.eigs implemented in the scipy pack-
age [8].

4.4 Non-backtracking walk embedding

Following [9], we computed the eigenvectors of the non-backtracking matrix.
We use scipy.linalg.eigs implemented in the scipy package [8]. Because
the solver did not converge for some networks, we relaxed the convergence
criterion by setting tol=0.0001.

4.5 Flat SBM

We used the degree-corrected stochastic block model without hierarchical
partitioning implemented in the graph-tool package [10]. Since we focus on
the basic clustering ability of the method, the number of communities is set
to the number of true communities.

4.6 Belief propagation

Belief propagation is an optimal method for sparse networks generated by the
stochastic block model. We employed the code, sbm, provided by an author
of the original paper [11, 12]. We set all the parameters based on the true
communities. More specifically, we set the number of communities to the true
number of communities. We then set the “cab matrix”—specified by the -c

option of sbm—to the density of edges between and within groups, multiplied
by the number of nodes. Lastly, we set the fractional group size specified by
the -P option of sbm to the fraction of nodes in each true community. We
made available our Python wrapper for sbm at [13].
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5 Embedding with a smaller number of di-

mensions

We tested graph embeddings with a smaller number of dimensions, i.e., C =
16 (Figs. 1 and 2). Despite the fact that C is lower than the number of true
communities q in the examples where q = 50, we find qualitatively the same
results as in the results for C = 64, that we reported in the main text.

Specifically, for the stochastic block model, the community detection per-
formance decreases compared to C = 64 dimensions, and node2vec outper-
forms other graph embedding methods for most values of the mixing parame-
ter µ. The performance of node2vec stands out for q = 50, where the number
of communities is larger than the number of dimensions (Figs. 1D–F). For the
LFR model, the community detection performance decreases overall (Fig. 2).
Nevertheless, node2vec is comparable to or outperforms Infomap.

6 Embedding with the K-means algorithm

We located cluster centroids used in the Voronoi clustering based on the true
community membership. However, the true community membership is often
unknown in practice. To investigate the actual performance of graph embed-
ding, we employ the K-means algorithm with K set to the number of true
communities. While the K-means algorithm performs worse than Voronoi
clustering, the difference is small for the SBM (Fig. 3). On the other hand,
for the LFR model, there is a noticeable degradation in clustering perfor-
mance, especially for small µ values (Fig. 4). This performance degradation
may be due to the heterogeneity in the size of clusters. Because the K-means
algorithm has a tendency to identify balanced clusters [14], it fails to identify
communities in the LFR model, where communities can have very different
sizes.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Performance plots for the planted partition model.
The number of dimensions of all embeddings is C = 16.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Performance plots for the LFR benchmark. The
number of dimensions of all embeddings is C = 16.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Performance plots for the planted partition model.
Here we used K-means clustering to identify the communities in the embed-
ding. The number of dimensions is C = 64.
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Supplementary Figure 4: Performance plots for the LFR benchmark. Here
we used K-means clustering to identify the communities in the embedding.
The number of dimensions is C = 64.
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